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Tu mundo immerses the Introductory Spanish classroom in a culturally rich
world full of opportunities to discover and explore the powerful connections
between language and culture. Instructors are provided user-friendly resources
to guide students as they dive into intensive communicative practice, building
confidence in their ability to interact in meaningful ways in Spanish. Importantly,
instructors are also provided with the tools to build a sense of community in
face to face, hybrid, and online classes, resulting in a unique personal
experience that evolves organically and sparks a natural curiosity about their
world. In the Tu mundo classroom, we: Embrace the language, not the rules: Tu
mundo is designed to work well with a variety of communicative approaches.
The goal is to provide an ideal environment where acquisition can take place,
without fear of making mistakes. By jumping directly into communicative
practice, students immerse themselves in the experience of active learning. This
involves preparing at home using a variety of learning resources, prepping the
necessary vocabulary and grammar in advance, and then coming to class ready
to engage in conversation. Achieve consistent performance: Tu mundo offers a
dynamic adaptive learning tool called LearnSmart that focuses students on the
grammar and vocabulary they haven't yet mastered, filling the gaps to prepare
them for in-class communication. As the system tracks their progress,
instructors are provided a unique window into their progress through extensive
built-in reporting. Instructors can leverage additional tools in Connect like
Voicethread to ensure that students are getting ample practice time whether
they are working in a face to face, hybrid, or online format. Create community
and connections: Creating a sense of community in the face-to-face or virtual
classroom is a huge part of language learning and something that Tu mundo
does implicitly. Whether in a physical classroom or in Connect Spanish,
students are provided with opportunities to engage in meaningful conversations
and collaborative task-based activities. The Amigos sin fronteras, a cast of
young Hispanic students who share common interests are featured throughout
the entire program and showcased in the Amigos sin fronteras video segments.
Through the amigos, students are exposed to a friendly model of how to apply
what they're learning in order to interact with another friendly group of students:
their own classmates. Furthermore, Tu mundo presents an interactive online
environment that applies engaging content and task-based scenarios to enable
students to practice their language skills in a fun, immersive, and motivating
way. Find meaning through high-interest culture and comparisons: Culture is
often left behind- so Tu mundo offers it throughout. Each chapter features a
country of focus, which doubles as the home country of one of the fifteen
amigos. In addition to the in-chapter cultural sections, every chapter of Tu
mundo features a second video segment called Mi país, narrated by the amigos
themselves as they share information about their native countries. This window
into the lives of the amigos provides a point of comparison in which students
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can interact with language and culture in a meaningful way.
Viajes relativos a Chile: Jacobo Le Maire y Guillermo C. Schouten, Henry
Brouwer y Elías Herckmans. Antonio María Fanelli. Manuel Brizuela. Juan Fco.
de Sobrecasas. Samuel B. Johnston. (1615-1814)
GEN COMBO TU MUNDO UPD ED; WBLM TU MUNDO; PRACTICE SPANISH
STUDY ABROAD AC
GEN CMB LL TU MUNDO; WBLM
Vintage Visions
Essays on Early Science Fiction

Tu mundo immerses the Introductory Spanish classroom in a
culturally rich world full of opportunities to discover and explore the
powerful connections between language and culture. Instructors are
provided user-friendly resources to guide students as they dive into
intensive communicative practice, building confidence in their ability
to interact in meaningful ways in Spanish. Importantly, instructors are
also provided with the tools to build a sense of community in face to
face, hybrid, and online classes, resulting in a unique personal
experience that evolves organically and sparks a natural curiosity
about their world. In the Tu mundo classroom, we: Embrace the
language, not the rules: Tu mundo is designed to work well with a
variety of communicative approaches. The goal is to provide an ideal
environment where acquisition can take place, without fear of making
mistakes. By jumping directly into communicative practice, students
immerse themselves in the experience of active learning. This involves
preparing at home using a variety of learning resources, prepping the
necessary vocabulary and grammar in advance, and then coming to
class ready to engage in conversation. Achieve consistent
performance: Tu mundo offers a dynamic adaptive learning tool called
LearnSmart that focuses students on the grammar and vocabulary
they haven’t yet mastered, filling the gaps to prepare them for in-class
communication. As the system tracks their progress, instructors are
provided a unique window into their progress through extensive builtin reporting. Instructors can leverage additional tools in Connect like
Voicethread to ensure that students are getting ample practice time
whether they are working in a face to face, hybrid, or online format.
Create community and connections: Creating a sense of community in
the face-to-face or virtual classroom is a huge part of language
learning and something that Tu mundo does implicitly. Whether in a
physical classroom or in Connect Spanish, students are provided with
opportunities to engage in meaningful conversations and collaborative
task-based activities. The Amigos sin fronteras, a cast of young
Hispanic students who share common interests are featured
throughout the entire program and showcased in the Amigos sin
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fronteras video segments. Through the amigos, students are exposed
to a friendly model of how to apply what they’re learning in order to
interact with another friendly group of students: their own classmates.
Furthermore, Tu mundo presents an interactive online environment
that applies engaging content and task-based scenarios to enable
students to practice their language skills in a fun, immersive, and
motivating way. Find meaning through high-interest culture and
comparisons: Culture is often left behind- so Tu mundo offers it
throughout. Each chapter features a country of focus, which doubles
as the home country of one of the fifteen amigos. In addition to the inchapter cultural sections, every chapter of Tu mundo features a
second video segment called Mi país, narrated by the amigos
themselves as they share information about their native countries.
This window into the lives of the amigos provides a point of
comparison in which students can interact with language and culture
in a meaningful way.
Vintage Visions is a seminal collection of scholarly essays on early
works of science fiction and its antecedents. From Cyrano de
Bergerac in 1657 to Olaf Stapledon in 1937, this anthology focuses on
an unusually broad range of authors and works in the genre as it
emerged across the globe, including the United States, Russia,
Europe, and Latin America. The book includes material that will be of
interest to both scholars and fans, including an extensive bibliography
of criticism on early science fiction—the first of its kind—and a
chronological listing of 150 key early works. Before Dr. Strangelove,
future-war fiction was hugely popular in nineteenth-century Great
Britain. Before Terminator, a French author depicted Thomas Edison
as the creator of the perfect female android. These works and others
are featured in this critical anthology. Contributors include Paul K.
Alkon, Andrea Bell, Josh Bernatchez, I. F. Clarke, William J. Fanning
Jr., William B. Fischer, Allison de Fren, Susan Gubar, Rachel Haywood
Ferreira, Kamila Kinyon, Stanislaw Lem, Patrick A. McCarthy, Sylvie
Romanowski, Nicholas Ruddick, and Gary Westfahl.
PK TU MUNDO UPDATED EDITION WITH CONNECT PLUS AND
LEARNSMART ACCESS CARD
Tu mundo UPDATED EDITION
GEN COMBO LL TU MUNDO; CNCT /LRNSMRT ACHIEVE AC;
PRACTICE SPANISH AC
Science-fiction Studies
Viajes de Gulliver (Spanish Edition)
Tu mundo immerses the Intro Spanish student in a culturally rich
world full of opportunities to discover and explore the powerful
connections between themselves and the people and cultures of
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the Spanish-speaking world. Students dive in to intensive
communicative practice, building confidence in their ability to
interact in a meaningful way in Spanish with access to a wealth
of tools to support and guide their progress, including video
chat, interactive online scenarios, and an adaptive diagnostic
program. In addition, students are able to create their own
sense of community, resulting in a unique individual experience
that will evolve organically with each student, sparking their
natural curiosity about their world. Tu mundo employs a
communicative methodology that focuses on developing all four
skills, supported by the best digital learning platform
available today: Connect Spanish. Because Tu mundo was designed
with today’s students in mind, students are more readily engaged
with the content, thanks to their avid use of web-based tools,
their innate interest the cultures of other countries, and their
preference for visual presentations and quick access to
information. Tu mundo reflects the world in which our students
live; where online learning, social networking, texting, instant
messaging, mobile devices, tablets, online gaming, and virtual
scenarios are an integral part of daily life. What are the
pillars of Tu mundo? Our extensive and ongoing research in the
Intro Spanish course has led to the creation of Tu mundo, with a
strong emphasis on the 5 C’s: Communication, Culture,
Connections, Comparisons, and Communities. Tu mundo delivers
content in a variety of ways in order to ensure consistent
course outcomes across all course formats. 1.Improved
communication performance & skills: By jumping directly into
communicative practice at the beginning of every chapter,
students are encouraged to immerse themselves in the experience
of active learning, whether in a face-to-face or online
classroom. Grammar is presented at the end of each chapter,
allowing students to study at home and work through the
exercises in Connect Spanish for automatic feedback, coming to
class ready to engage in discussion. This emphasis on
communication in the classroom makes Tu mundo the most effective
communicative program on the market. No other program commits to
this methodology like Tu mundo. 2.Creating consistent learning
outcomes: Tu mundo offers a powerful adaptive learning system
called LearnSmart that allows students to identify grammatical
structures and vocabulary words not yet mastered and to receive
an individualized study program for mastering them. Students of
all experience levels will benefit from using LearnSmart, which
includes built-in reporting and a competitive scoreboard.
Connect Spanish Voice Board and Blackboard Instant Messenger
(BbIM), both powered by Wimba, ensure that students are getting
ample practice time no matter where their classes take place. 3.
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Building community and connections between students: Creating a
sense of community in the face-to-face or virtual classroom is a
huge part of language learning and something that Tu mundo does
implicitly. Whether students collaborate in a physical classroom
or in Connect Spanish, they are provided with opportunities to
engage in meaningful conversations and collaborative task-based
activities. The Amigos sin fronteras, a cast of young Hispanic
students that share common interests, are featured throughout
the entire program and showcased in the Así somos video
segments. Through the Amigos sin fronteras, students are exposed
to a friendly model on how to apply what they are learning to
another friendly group of students, i.e. their own class. In
addition, Tu mundo presents an interactive online environment
that applies engaging content and task-based scenarios that
enable you to practicing your language skills in a fun,
immersive way. Thus, students can practice Spanish in a context
that is not only fun but extremely motivating. 4.More Culture
and Comparisons coverage: Culture is so often left behind—so Tu
mundo offers it throughout the program. Each chapter features a
country of focus which doubles as the home country of one of the
fifteen amigos. Along with in-chapter cultural sections, every
chapter of Tu mundo features a second video segment called Mi
país (within Connect), narrated by the amigos themselves, as
they share information about their native countries. This window
into the lives of the amigos provides a point of comparison for
you to describe your own life. The Mundo interactivo scenarios
represent a variety of cultural contexts in which you can
interact with language and culture in a way that is meaningful
to you. *Connect Spanish, including but not limited to the
workbook/lab manual, LearnSmart, the video program, and chat
tools, is sold separately and does not come automatically with
the purchase of the textbook.
How did it happen that whole regions of Latin America—Amazonia,
Patagonia, the Caribbean—are named for monstrous races of women
warriors, big-footed giants and cannibals? Through history,
monsters inhabit human imaginings of discovery and creation, and
also degeneration, chaos, and death. Latin America’s most
dynamic monsters can be traced to archetypes that are found in
virtually all of the world's sacred traditions, but only in
Latin America did Amazons, cannibals, zombies, and other
monsters become enduring symbols of regional history, character,
and identity. From Amazons to Zombies presents a comprehensive
account of the qualities of monstrosity, the ways in which
monsters function within and among cultures, and theories and
genres of the monstrous. It describes the genesis and evolution
of monsters in the construction and representation of Latin
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America from the Ancient world and early modern Iberia to the
present.
PPK TU MUNDO W/ WBLM
The Sacred and Modernity in Urban Spain
PK LOOSELEAF TU MUNDO & CNCT SPAN AC
Children's Books in Print, 2007
GEN COMBO TU MUNDO UPD ED; CNCT /LRSMRT ACHIEVE AC; PRACTICE
SPAN STDY ABROAD AC
Based on the Natural Approach, Dos mundos stresses the use of engaging
activities and interesting readings in a natural and spontaneous classroom
atmosphere. In this comprehension-based approach to learning language,
the development of communicative language skills is the central goal, with
formal grammar presentation and grammar practice at the service of
communication. The text is designed so that class time can be devoted to
exposing students to Spanish through creative activities and readings,
allowing grammar explanations and exercises to be studied outside the
classroom.
Tu mundo immerses the Intro Spanish student in a culturally rich world full
of opportunities to discover and explore the powerful connections between
themselves and the people and cultures of the Spanish-speaking world.
Students dive in to intensive communicative practice, building confidence
in their ability to interact in a meaningful way in Spanish with access to a
wealth of tools to support and guide their progress, including video chat,
interactive online scenarios, and an adaptive diagnostic program. In
addition, students are able to create their own sense of community,
resulting in a unique individual experience that will evolve organically with
each student, sparking their natural curiosity about their world. Tu mundo
employs a communicative methodology that focuses on developing all four
skills, supported by the best digital learning platform available today:
Connect Spanish. Because Tu mundo was designed with today’s students in
mind, students are more readily engaged with the content, thanks to their
avid use of web-based tools, their innate interest the cultures of other
countries, and their preference for visual presentations and quick access to
information. Tu mundo reflects the world in which our students live; where
online learning, social networking, texting, instant messaging, mobile
devices, tablets, online gaming, and virtual scenarios are an integral part
of daily life. What are the pillars of Tu mundo? Our extensive and ongoing
research in the Intro Spanish course has led to the creation of Tu mundo,
with a strong emphasis on the 5 C’s: Communication, Culture, Connections,
Comparisons, and Communities. Tu mundo delivers content in a variety of
ways in order to ensure consistent course outcomes across all course
formats. 1.Improved communication performance & skills: By jumping
directly into communicative practice at the beginning of every chapter,
students are encouraged to immerse themselves in the experience of active
learning, whether in a face-to-face or online classroom. Grammar is
presented at the end of each chapter, allowing students to study at home
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and work through the exercises in Connect Spanish for automatic feedback,
coming to class ready to engage in discussion. This emphasis on
communication in the classroom makes Tu mundo the most effective
communicative program on the market. No other program commits to this
methodology like Tu mundo. 2.Creating consistent learning outcomes: Tu
mundo offers a powerful adaptive learning system called LearnSmart that
allows students to identify grammatical structures and vocabulary words
not yet mastered and to receive an individualized study program for
mastering them. Students of all experience levels will benefit from using
LearnSmart, which includes built-in reporting and a competitive
scoreboard. Connect Spanish Voice Board and Blackboard Instant
Messenger (BbIM), both powered by Wimba, ensure that students are
getting ample practice time no matter where their classes take place. 3.
Building community and connections between students: Creating a sense of
community in the face-to-face or virtual classroom is a huge part of
language learning and something that Tu mundo does implicitly. Whether
students collaborate in a physical classroom or in Connect Spanish, they
are provided with opportunities to engage in meaningful conversations and
collaborative task-based activities. The Amigos sin fronteras, a cast of
young Hispanic students that share common interests, are featured
throughout the entire program and showcased in the Así somos video
segments. Through the Amigos sin fronteras, students are exposed to a
friendly model on how to apply what they are learning to another friendly
group of students, i.e. their own class. In addition, Tu mundo presents an
interactive online environment that applies engaging content and taskbased scenarios that enable you to practicing your language skills in a fun,
immersive way. Thus, students can practice Spanish in a context that is not
only fun but extremely motivating. 4.More Culture and Comparisons
coverage: Culture is so often left behind—so Tu mundo offers it throughout
the program. Each chapter features a country of focus which doubles as the
home country of one of the fifteen amigos. Along with in-chapter cultural
sections, every chapter of Tu mundo features a second video segment
called Mi país (within Connect), narrated by the amigos themselves, as they
share information about their native countries. This window into the lives
of the amigos provides a point of comparison for you to describe your own
life. The Mundo interactivo scenarios represent a variety of cultural
contexts in which you can interact with language and culture in a way that
is meaningful to you.
PK TU MUNDO UPDATED EDITION WITH CONNECT ACCESS CARD
Rethinking Juan Rulfo’s Creative World
Bilingual Educational Publications in Print
From Amazons to Zombies
Tu Mundo Updated Edition with Connect Access Card (without Workbook
Lab Manual)
First Published in 2001. Routledge is an imprint of Taylor & Francis, an informa company.
The Cuaderno de actividades is intended for use primarily outside the classroom. This combined
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workbook/laboratory manual features Actividades escritas, Actividades auditivas, Resumen
cultural, Pronunciacion y ortografia, Videoteca, and Lecturas. The Preface in the Cuaderno de
actividades provides a detailed description of all sections and types of activities. This version of
the Cuaderno covers the second half the book, Capitulo 8-Capitulo 15.
WBLM to accompany Tu mundo
Tu Mundo
Workbook/Lab Manual Part B to accompany Dos mundos
CATALOGUE OF WORKS ON THE FINE ARTS
Forthcoming Books

Though primarily known for his haunting, enigmatic novel Pedro Páramo and
the unrelenting depictions of the failures of post-revolutionary Mexico in his
short story collection, El Llano en llamas, Juan Rulfo also worked as scriptwriter
on various collaborative film projects and his powerful interventions in the area
of documentary photography ensure that he continues to inspire interest
worldwide. Bringing together some of the most significant names in Rulfian
scholarship, this anthology engages with the complexity and diversity of
Rulfo s cultural production. The essays in the collection bring the Rulfian texts
into dialogues with other cultural traditions and techniques including the
Japanese Noh or "mask" plays and modernist experimentation in the Irish
language. They also deploy diverse theoretical frameworks that range from
Roland Barthes work on studium and punctum in photography to Henri
Lefebvre s ideas on space and spatiality and the postmodern insights of Jean
Baudrillard on the nature of the simulacrum and the hyperreal. In this way,
innovative approaches are brought to bear on the Rulfian texts as a way of
illuminating the rich tensions and anxieties they evoke about Mexico, about
history, about art and about the human condition.
Tu mundo immerses the Intro Spanish student in a culturally rich world full of
opportunities to discover and explore the powerful connections between
themselves and the people and cultures of the Spanish-speaking world. Students
dive in to intensive communicative practice, building confidence in their ability
to interact in a meaningful way in Spanish with access to a wealth of tools to
support and guide their progress, including video chat, interactive online
scenarios, and an adaptive diagnostic program. In addition, students are able to
create their own sense of community, resulting in a unique individual experience
that will evolve organically with each student, sparking their natural curiosity
about their world. Tu mundo employs a communicative methodology that
focuses on developing all four skills, supported by the best digital learning
platform available today: Connect Spanish. Because Tu mundo was designed
with today s students in mind, students are more readily engaged with the
content, thanks to their avid use of web-based tools, their innate interest the
cultures of other countries, and their preference for visual presentations and
quick access to information. Tu mundo reflects the world in which our students
live; where online learning, social networking, texting, instant messaging, mobile
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devices, tablets, online gaming, and virtual scenarios are an integral part of daily
life. What are the pillars of Tu mundo? Our extensive and ongoing research in
the Intro Spanish course has led to the creation of Tu mundo, with a strong
emphasis on the 5 C s: Communication, Culture, Connections, Comparisons,
and Communities. Tu mundo delivers content in a variety of ways in order to
ensure consistent course outcomes across all course formats. 1. Improved
communication performance & skills: By jumping directly into communicative
practice at the beginning of every chapter, students are encouraged to immerse
themselves in the experience of active learning, whether in a face-to-face or
online classroom. Grammar is presented at the end of each chapter, allowing
students to study at home and work through the exercises in Connect Spanish
for automatic feedback, coming to class ready to engage in discussion. This
emphasis on communication in the classroom makes Tu mundo the most
effective communicative program on the market. No other program commits to
this methodology like Tu mundo. 2. Creating consistent learning outcomes: Tu
mundo offers a powerful adaptive learning system called LearnSmart that allows
students to identify grammatical structures and vocabulary words not yet
mastered and to receive an individualized study program for mastering them.
Students of all experience levels will benefit from using LearnSmart, which
includes built-in reporting and a competitive scoreboard. Connect Spanish Voice
Board and Blackboard Instant Messenger (BbIM), both powered by Wimba,
ensure that students are getting ample practice time no matter where their
classes take place. 3. Building community and connections between students:
Creating a sense of community in the face-to-face or virtual classroom is a huge
part of language learning and something that Tu mundo does implicitly.
Whether students collaborate in a physical classroom or in Connect Spanish,
they are provided with opportunities to engage in meaningful conversations and
collaborative task-based activities. The Amigos sin fronteras, a cast of young
Hispanic students that share common interests, are featured throughout the
entire program and showcased in the Así somos video segments. Through the
Amigos sin fronteras, students are exposed to a friendly model on how to apply
what they are learning to another friendly group of students, i.e. their own class.
In addition, Tu mundo presents an interactive online environment that applies
engaging content and task-based scenarios that enable you to practicing your
language skills in a fun, immersive way. Thus, students can practice Spanish in a
context that is not only fun but extremely motivating. 4. More Culture and
Comparisons coverage: Culture is so often left behind̶so Tu mundo offers it
throughout the program. Each chapter features a country of focus which
doubles as the home country of one of the fifteen amigos. Along with in-chapter
cultural sections, every chapter of Tu mundo features a second video segment
called Mi país (within Connect), narrated by the amigos themselves, as they
share information about their native countries. This window into the lives of the
amigos provides a point of comparison for you to describe your own life. The
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Mundo interactivo scenarios represent a variety of cultural contexts in which
you can interact with language and culture in a way that is meaningful to you.
Edexcel International GCSE Spanish Student Book Second Edition
Including Audio-visual Materials
GEN COMBO LL TU MUNDO; WBLM TU MUNDO; PRACTICE SPANISH STUDY
ABROAD AC
Looseleaf for Tu mundo
GEN COMBO LL TU MUNDO; CONNECT AC; PRACTICE SPANISH STUDY
ABROAD AC
The second title in the Storyteller’s Series, Ládron de la mente is a surreal and supernatural story for
high-beginning and low-intermediate students, written in simple Spanish for learners of Spanish.
Written by respected author Elías Miguel Muñoz, this inviting and inexpensive paperback can be
used as early as second semester, first-year Spanish. As the story unfolds, students soon learn what
happens to a thief who steals something other than property. The essence of the story has not
changed since the first edition, yet Ladrón de la mente now features material that is even more
readable and thought provoking. Numerous subtle changes were made as well as some major ones.
The Cuaderno de actividades (Workbook/Laboratory Manual) to accompany Tu mundo links
culture to the main text and to students’ lives. Both the Escríbelo tú and the Conexión cultural
sections are introduced in the Tu mundo main text and fully explored in the Cuaderno, thus offering
exciting cultural content linked to the Spanish-speaking world. The Cuaderno addresses writing,
listening comprehension, speaking, and reading practice: writing activities integrate and reinforce
the content presented in the corresponding chapter of the main text; an interactive blog where the
characters from Amigos sin Fronteras post comments on current events serves as a springboard for
student and teacher written participation; and Enlace auditivo which includes two listening segments
that include dialogues, ads, and announcements.
¡Buen viaje! Level 1 Student Edition
Books in Print
Prose, Photography, Film
PK LOOSELEAF TU MUNDO & WBLM
This book explores how modernity, the urban, and the sacred overlap in
fundamental ways in contemporary Spain. Urban spaces have traditionally
been seen as the original sites of modernity, history, progress, and a
Weberian systematic disenchantment of the world, while the sacred has
been linked to the natural, the rural, mythical past origins, and exemption
from historical change. This collection problematizes such clear-cut
distinctions as overlaps between the modern urban and the sacred in
Spanish culture are explored throughout the volume. Placed in the
periphery of Europe, Spain has had a complex relationship with the concept
of modernity and commonly understood processes of modernization and
secularization, thus offering a unique case-study of the interaction between
the modern and the sacred in the city.
El capitan Lemuel Gulliver que es llevado por el mar a mundos fantasticos
en donde: es un gigante entre enanos, un enano entre gigantes y un ser
humano avergonzado de su condicion en una tierra poblada por caballos
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sabios que son mas humanos que los propios hombres y desconfian, con
razon, de estos. La obra se considera un clasico de la literatura universal y
ha inspirado numerosas adaptaciones y versiones. El libro se volvio famoso
tan pronto como fue publicado"
Dos mundos Student Edition with Online Learning Center Bind-in Passcode
Workbook/Laboratory Manual for Tu mundo
Hispanic Journal
American Book Publishing Record
Books in Print Supplement
EVERYTHING YOU’VE EVER WANTED IN A SPANISH PROGRAM This
comprehensive program encourages meaningful, practical communication by
immersing your students in the language and culture of the Spanish-speaking
world. The text and its complementary resources help you meet the needs of
every student in your diverse classroom and provide the color and captivating
details you’ve always wanted to include in your presentation.
This Student Book provides a grammar-led approach with extensive exam
preparation to develop independent, culturally aware students of German, ready
for the exam. This book is endorsed by Cambridge International Examinations for
the latest IGCSE® (0525) and International Level 1/Level 2 Certificate (0677)
syllabuses. Extensive use of German reflects the style of the exams and, with
specific advice and practice, it helps students use the acquired skills to their best
ability. Topics on German-speaking cultures are integrated throughout to ensure
students gain the cultural awareness that is at the heart of this qualification. Develop students' ability to use German effectively - Stretch and challenge
students to achieve their best grades - Ensure the progression required for
further study at A-level or equivalent - Provide insight and encourage a positive
attitude towards other cultures The book provides up-to-date content following a
clear sequencing of topics designed specifically for teaching German at this
level. It is designed to develop spontaneous, confident linguists who are able to
progress to further study of German. - Teacher Resource + Audio-CDs (ISBN
9781471833076) includes all recordings and transcripts together with detailed
guidance, editable vocabulary lists, cultural PowerPoints and interactive quizzes
- Grammar Workbook (ISBN 9781471833182) Vocabulary is also available online
at Vocab Express, an interactive learning application Visit
www.vocabexpress.co.uk/hodder for more information.
Monsters in Latin America
PK LOOSE LEAF TU MUNDO WITH CONNECT PLUS AND LEARNSMART
ACCESS CARD
Ladrón de la mente
Beyond the Secular City
An Author, Title, and Illustrator Index to Books for Children and Young Adults
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